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A FLORAL FIRST FOR ONTARIO ARCIIAEOLOGY

by Annie Gould

The analysis of the ceramics from the Greaves site (BhGq-2)
revealed that a Middle Woodland body sherd with a coniferorrs
needle impression on its exterior surface had been recovered.
This paper will describe this floral impression and will
attempt an identification of its species. It will also discuss
the impressionrs significance for the site and for the archaeo-
logical record. Finally, the paper will discuss the use of the
impression in order to ascertain the environment and geograph-
ical area in which the pottery vessel was made.

The Greaves site was tested in L979 under the direction of
Roberta ltl. 0'Brien, Regional Archaeologist for the South Central
Region of the llistoricaL Planning and Research Branch of the
Ministry of Culture and Recreation. The site is located at the
junction of Kawagama and Bear Lakes on Concession II, Lot 8 of
Livingstone Township, Haliburton County, Ontario (Figure 1).
To date, the analysis of the artifacts has established that the
site is a multicomponent canipsite with Middle and tate Woodland
ceramics and lithics, as well as Historic remains (Gould 1980) .
Unfortunately, there is no cultural stratigraphy present on the
site and the Middle and Late Woodland ceramics uere recovered at
the same levels. This would indicate that all of the artifacts
have been thoroughly mixed at least in the Ah or humus horizon
fron which the ceramics were recovered.

DESCRIPTION

ABSTRACT

This article describes and discusses the
reported from a prehistoric pot sherd in
ions for archaeology in general and the
also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
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The lr{iddle T{oodland body sherd (Figure 2) was screened fron
Level 4 (f5-30 crn) of the south quadrant of square N12E2. The
sherd is-9.4 mm thick' compact in texture, and tan in colour. It
is abundantly tempered with crushed granite rock that is 1-3 mm

in width and'consists of quartz, fel-dspar and mica (in order of
plentifulness). The sherd cones from a coil-built vessel as
^coi1s are visible in the sherdrs cross-section. Both surfaces of
the sherd have been treated. The exterior surface has been
scraped by an implement that had a 1.0 rnm wide, square-ended
tootir whiie the interior surface has been scraped and then
smoothed over.

The needle impression overlies and depresses the scraping marks
on the exteribr surface (Figure 3). It is flat,12.8 mn long'
1.8 mn wide and has a petiole, plus a medial ridge that runs
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along its entire length. Unfortunately, the impression- 1acks
the tip of the needle as the sherd has broken off at that spot
(Figure 3).

The inpression was conpared to eight'coniferous needles and
their impressions belonging to the Department of Botany of the
Royal Ontario Museum. As a result, it was found that the
shbrdts impression resembled the impressions nade-by the needles
of Balsam Fir (Abies balsanea) and Eastern Henlock (Tsuga
canadensis) th;T6ET.-FIEure ;t shows both of these s[6ETEs'
needTesEa their impression in plasticene while Figure 5 shovs
the positive mould of the sherdrs impression. Both of the above
species have needles that are flat aird make impressions with
the same petiole and medial ridge that are present on the
sherd's iitpression. The needles are as wide as the sherd-inpres-
sed one and have length ranges into r+hich the sherd impression
would fit. Balsarn Fii needlEs range from 12-25 rnm in lLngth and
Eastern Hemlock needles are from 8-15 mm in length (McKay and
Catling 1979:26)

The renaining six coniferous species conpared with are Eastern
Red Cedar (Juniperus virsiniana), Tarnarack (Larix laricina) ,
spruce fPiaAef.*TTne TgffiusT-merican Yew (TEIE3 E?iEIEfrEis),

"ira rrs iEin Ti' i te c eair TTfr'u i a occ idental i s i;-E'E3tEii-il6?i-Tedar
needles are too short (5:f-frfiJ nfiile ffi'sTern white Cedar trees
do not have needles but have two types of scale-like leaves
instead (McKay and Catling 1979:25r27). Tamarack and Pine
needles are too long and narrow being 25 rnm and 20-150 mn long,
respectively (McKay and Catling 1979:27,29). Finally, Spruce

-8-
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and American Yew needles lack the sane norphological character-
istics of the sherd's needle. Spruce needles are four-sided and
lack the petiole (McKay and Catling L979:30-31). American Yew
needles have medial ridges on both sides which leave medial
grooves instead of ridges in their impressions (McKay and
Catling 1979:25) .

DI SCUSS ION

The needle impression on the sherdrs exterior probabLy resulted
when the needle was accidentall), pressed against the vessel after
it had been scraped and whil.e the clay was still moist. The
needle remained imbedded in the clay until the vessel was fired
whereupon it was burned out. This most likely occurred in the
Middle Woodland Period between ca. 700 B.C.-1000 A.D. (Wright
L972t44).

The significance of this accidental incorporation of the
into the sherd's surface is threefold. First, it is the
other culturalLy-associated floral remain recoyered from
Greaves site besides two charred corn kernels (Zea mays)
(6ould r980).

need 1e
only
the

The second reason the floral impression is significant is that
it rnay, depending on the floral species invoLved, provide
another variable which can be used to delineate the geographical
area and environment in which the vessel was nade. This assumes
that the floral species involved lived in the same area and
environnent then as they do today. Regarding the Greaves site
impression, if it is of a needle fron an Eastern Hemlock tree
then the vessel could only have been nade in the Mixed Forest
zone where that species resides (McKay and Catling 1979:26).
However, if the needle came from a Balsam Fir tree then the
vessel could have been made in either of the three vegetation
zones where those trees are: Boreal, Mixed and Caroli"nian (McKay
and Catling 1979:15-17). At this point other variables such as
trading practices must be considered in order to decide in
which zone the pot was made. According to Wright (1979:36,76),
fragile goods such as pottery vessels would not have been taken
by trading parties travelling great distances and would not
have been involyed in trading transactions that consisted of
successive hand-to-hand arrangements. It is therefore 1ike1y
that the pot would have picked up a Balsam Fir needle in the
area used by the makers of the pot (the Mixed Forest zone) and
not in the other zones from whence the pot could only have been
traded (the Boreal and Carolinian zones).

The final reason the floral inpression is significant is that
it is the first one reported for Ontario archaeology (J.H.
McAndrews pers. comm.1980) and it is one of three accidentally
impressed casts reported in the archaeological literature of
North and South America. So far only two published accounts
mentioning accidental floral inpressions have been uncovered by
the author with the assistance of J.[t. McAndrews and F. King
(pers. comm. 1980). R.I. Ford (1979:300) says that he and
Dr. Doreen Ozker examined and identified a seed cast on the

Nov/Oec lgtl -9- Atteh Notet
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interior of a Schultz Thick sherd as an Egg Gourd seed
(guSqu.lq pepo var. ovifera). The sherd came from Saginaw,
uEETgan 'ant-dEtes cal-5T-6--E'.C. The other published account is
by t'|.C. Zeva1los, et-al. (t977:385-389) in which they describe
a charred kernel of maize (Zea mays) that had been imbedded in
the exterior surface of a shE-rd-6-f-the Valdivia culture (4000-
2000 B.C.) of southern Ecuador.

It is inportant to note that the small nunber of reports
(mentioned above) on accidental flora1 inpressions is probably
rrot due so nuch to a rareness of the casts but to the lack of
analysis tine and or to the large size of ceramic collections
on some sites that discourage researchers from looking for
accidental f1oral impressions in addition to other diagnostic
attributes.

CONCLUS IONS

Excavations at the Greaves site (BhGq-2) have recovered a
Middle Woodland body sherd that has, on its exterior surface,
the first floral inpression ever noted in Ontario archaeology
and the third accidentally-inpressed one ever reported in the
archaeological literature for North and South America. Analysis
of the floral impression revealed that it is a coniferous tree
needle that had been accidentally incorporated into the surface
of the sherd between 700 B.C.-1000 A.D. (Wright L972:44), lt
was compared to modern needle specinens and their noulds which
showed that the sherd's needle could have come frorn either a
Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea) or an Eastern l{emlock (Tsuga
canadensis) TTee:

The recovery of the flora1 impression is significant for three
reasons. First, it is one of three crrlturally-associated remains
recovered from the Greaves site (Gould 1980). Second, it
becomes one of the few reported accidentally-impressed f1oral
remains in the archaeological record. Finally, the identificatior
of a floral impression fron a site can provide previously
unknown evidence of change in the clirnate of the area used by
the site's people as well as new information on the subsistance
patterns practiced there. However, the above was not the case
for the Greaves site impression whi.ch only served to confirm
an obvious fact: that the pot was made in the Mixed Forest zone
where the Greaves site is located and where the siters people
would have spent most of their time.

In conclusion, it is important for researchers to look for
accidental floral impressions because they can add new informat-
ion about the environment present at the site where the inpress-
ion occurred.
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STOPPERED

Ray Coneglio of llanilton, a bottle collector, has had to curb
his rummaging through farms and old dumps for valuable bottles
because the Ontario lleritage Act of l-975 makes it illegal for
unlicensed archaeologists to dig up anything buried in the
ground before 1940.

[nom the Gl,obe 6 MaiL, Llaq 2, 196l
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'TIIIJ PETUN AS SEEN iN 198I . - A GE0nSIAN ts4l
FUR TRADE COOPERATIVE

by Charles Garracl

,.. a pape,L p,Leaented o.t the 0.A.S. l9tl Sqmpoaiun ...

ABSIRACT

Ontari.o historians and archaeologists have sometimes portrayed
the Petun as an Iroquoian tribe from the Bruce Peninsula,
evolved from the sane Midclleport base as the Eries, ilurons and
Neutrals, and in the early llistoric Period entirely dominated
hy the iltrron, whom they served as an agricultural satellite,
principally providing tobacco, and by whom they were excluded
f rorn the fur trade.

While any reading of the primary sources suggests weak points in
this construct, the accumulating archaeological evidence entirely
refutes i t .

Petun archaeology seems to suggest five possible migrations, and
the directions from which they cane. It shows the subsequent
hlending of the arrivals, including non-Iroquoians, to forrn a
new socia1 mix that the French viewed as a tribe; their accept-
ance of European trade goods; and their heavy exploitation of
such fur-bearing mammals as the beaver.

As the time avail"Ut" fottl^ra"r, tloes not al1ow a rictailed
overview of the present state of Petun archaeology, I will conc-
entrate on two facets of Petun parti.cipation in the ftrr tracle.
The first is the evidence for fur procurement from the presence
of the bones of fur-bearing anirnals, especially the heaver, in
excavated faunal samples; the second is that for the purpose
of exploiting local beaver, a number of distinguishable separ-
ate protohistoric migrations converged into one area, mainly
Nottawasaga Township, to becone, collectively, the historic
Pe tun .

I asstrne that the presence on a site of Errropean trade goods
is sufficient prima facie evidcnce for assigning a protohistoric
or historic time for the site; and that the presence in the
faunal sanples of specific manmal bones is sufficient prima
facie evidence for the trapping, hunting, or acquisition by any
suitable means, of that nammal.

In June, 1888, David Boyle visited Nottawasaga Township to
record Petun archaeological sites. According to the Archaeologi-
ca1 Report puhlished in 1889, he found "ten village sites, twenty-
one ossuaries (and) one fortified place". In August, 1902, Father
A.E..Jones visited the "fortified place" on the William Anderson
farm near Duntroon, which he described in the 1902 Archaeological

Nov/0e.c l98l Anch Notza3l
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Report, and again in his 1909 "O1d l{uroniar', under the heading
"Old Indian Earthworks". Both men were prrzzled b1. the location
of the earthwork in a stream valley rather than on a hill and
the explanation lies in the fact that it was not the r+ork of
by-gone Indians but of by-gone beavers. I was shown this old
beaver dam in 1961, then very much overgrown, and was abLe to
find it again, with even nore difficulty, a few weekends ago.

A search along the drainages in the Petun area for evidence of
present and recent beaver is quickly and easily rewarded.
Ilespite rnodern human population, traffic and activity, there
is sti1l a beaver population in Nottawasaga Township. If Left
alone to be fruitful and multiplI, their nunbers would increase
rapidly. And left alone they were, for the many centuries
before the arrival of European trade and contact. Evidence in
the landscape for really old beaver dams, centuries old and
more,, may not be recognised easily, as they disappear into
their surroundings. I know of one beaver dam barely recognis-
ahle as such today which I watched being built only a few years
ago.

There appear to be no prehistoric Woodland Period sites in
Nottawasaga Township, but in t-he Protohistoric, when European
trade goods became available through native trade channels, to
be pairl for with furs, people arrived in considerable numbers.
Consequently, all Petun area sites possess European trade goods
and the bones of beaver anql other fur-bearing animals.

In 1926, Wi1.1iam J. Wintenberg excavated part of the Sidey-
Mackay BbHa-6 site at Creemore, and in his posthumous 1946
report, these significant words appear:-

rrBones of manmals vrere the most plentiful, but whereas
bones of deer are most abr-rndant in collections from
other Iroquois sites, in the Sicley-Mackay collection,
bones of cleer took second p1ace. The species represented
were beaver, Virginia deer, bear, domestic dog, woodchuck,
wapiti (and more than a dozen others) ... Most of the
bones of the deer, wapiti and beaver skeletons were
present. "

The apparent absence of European goods from Wintemberg's
recoveries delayed recognition of the association with faunal
samples in which the bones of beaver predoninate. This absence
was due to the use of unskilled casual help and the lack of
screening during excavation. Further examination of the site
during t977 led to the recovery of a nunber of brass, copper and
iron pieces of European origin, and a new faunal sample. This
was analysed by Rosemary Prevec, who confirmed the doninance
of beaver at 43?- of the total identifiable mammalian recovery,
and demonstrated that beaver skinning had occured on the site.
The material culture, particularly the pottery types, clay
pipes and suggested chert sources point to a Lake Ontario
drainage origin for the Sidey-Mackay people, between the Hrrmber

Attclr Noted - 3?.- Nov/0ec 1981
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and the Rouge, and to such sites as Thonas, Seed-Barker, and
above all, MacKenzie/Woodbridge. From MacKenzie to Sidey-Mackay
overland is only sone 45 niles, through the Beeton pass at
about haLf-way, and there is even a similarity in the way the
two sites are situated, the MacKenzie perched on a terrace
overlooking the Humber at woodbridge just as Sidey-Mackay
overlooks the Mad at Creemore. The evidence is not conclusive
but it is the best we have.

Thirteen miles (21 km) northwest of Sidey-l'lackay is the
MacMurchy Bcllb-26 Site. There are similarities, MacMurchy also
possessing European metal but rto glass, and beaver bone to a
sinilar percentage, 45t to Sidey-Mackayrs 45t. But the material
cultures differ substantially. The MacMurchy pottery types
include Blue Mountain Punctate, derived, it is suggested, frorn
Fort Ancient (0hio), and Tuttle tlill Notched, thought to suggest
Whittlesey (Ohio) associations, a thought further supported by
the recovery of a Whittlesey-like conch-shell "ear drop" from
the adjacent and probably related Buckingham ossuary. The
Whittlesey-1ike Wolfe Creek site near Chatham on the River
Thames reported by 6ary Foster at last yearts Symposium possibly
represents a movement which entered Ontario from Michigan and
is moving towards the Neutrals as they withdraw west towards
their historic Location, and with whon they merged and were, in
consequence, diluted. A confusing number of radiocarbon dates
for the Wolfe Creek site, can be averaged to support the rraround
A.D. 1500" date suggested Last year fron the artifacts. This
date, and even later, is conpatible with ny scenario, permitting
such a protohistoric movement to the MacMurchy site fron the
Neutral area to contain a diluted Whittlesey element. MacMurchy
is a rich site, and rich in the quantity and diversity of
stone tools, a number of which nay be interpreted as having
specialised association with the needs of the fur trade. the
quality of which, the forns and serrated edses, adding to the
idea that the MacMurchy people were Neutrals (who, of course,
probably had a greater number of separate origins than the
later Petun). l{herever they came fron, their origins are clearly
different fron those of the Sidey-Mackay people.

Earlier than Sidey-Mackay, earliest of all Petun area sites, is
the White Bctla-1 Site, perched on the very eastern edge of
Petunia closest to Huronia, and for the apparent reason that
the White Site people were proto-Hurons and may be described
as degenerate terminal Lalonde. I'heir predominant pottery decor-
ation is recognisable as that of Lalonde tligh Collar aLthough
the White site collars have shrunk to medium height. A side
notched isosceles triangular chert point, an impoverished chert
industry and the clay pipe forms all suSgest a Lalonde deriva-
tion. In 1966, based only on some of the ceramics, Dr. James
V. Wright bravely ventured an opinion of an approximate 1550 A.D.
date for this site. The subsequent discovery of European netal
in minor anounts confirms the early protohistoric placenent of
the site.
The site is situated at the western en<l of an ancient beach ridge

Anch Notet 34- Nov/Dec l98l
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which no doubt served as a trail back to Huronia and along
which the l{hite Site people returned from r+hence they came, for
they left no eligible successor site to suggest a continuing
presence in Petunia. Perhaps they were just not as nunerous, or
tenacious, a people as those who arrived later to squeeze them
out. It is tempting to connect their departure with the
arriving Sidey-l*lackay people, by whom they may have been forcibly
ousted, an event mentioned much later by Jerome Lalement as
"fornerly waged cruel wars". The recovered material-s include
no evidence of any warfare other than r+ith the beaver, whose
bones predominate among the identifiable mamnalian species, with
twice as nany beaver bones as woodchuck and three times as ,nany
as there are of deer. This contrasts with a prehistoric classic
Lalonde site, Copeland, in Huronia, where deer exceeded beaver,
and suggests that the very function of this Lalonde thrust into
Petunia was to tap the beaver supply.

The Young-McQueen Bctlb-19 Site, on the Pretty River, possibly
resrrlts fron yet another entrv. roushlv contenDorarv with Sidresults from yet another entry, roughly contenporary with Sidey-
[tnckev and earl i er than Maclr{urchv. of whose inf luence there is'Ir.lackay and earl ier than Maclr'turchy, of whose inf luence there is'
no trace. l'lere, the pottery types rnake a unique and distinct
comnlex- dominated bv Lawson Incised. the hishest Dercentages incornplex, doninated by Lawson , the highest percentages
the area of Ontario l{orizontal and Seed Incised' and flavoured
with Black Necked, Dutch }lollow Notched, Lawson Opposed,
Niagara Col1ared, onondaga Triangular, Pound Necked, Ripley
Plain and Seed Corded. If this combination suggests anything' it
would be a conservative group from Niagara/l'ake Erie, yet there
is little in the lithics to suggest any connection to the
Neutrals. The ten squares excavated in 1974 and 1975 produced
four pieces of European metal and enough of a faunal sample for
Jennifer Shalinsky to demonstrate that there were nore bones of
beaver, at 598 of the mamnalian sample, than the total of all
other mammals combined.

The fifth and last entr), was the largest and possibly took place
over a period of years. It differed from the others in that
instead of settling in their own previously unoccupied river
valley, as had the Sidey-Mackay people on the Mad River, the
Young-McQueen people on the Pretty River and the MacMurchy
people on Silver Creek, the newcomers, whom we will call the
t'letvitte people, ioined the Sidey-Mackay people on the Mad River
and together the two groups occupied a new village, the Me1ville
Bbl{a-7 Site, directly opposite, and within easy sight of, Sidey-
Mackay. There the pottery types of Sidey-Mackay continue, plus
the new clay pipe styles, quantities of conch shel1, large
sandstone discs and raw cherts from southern Lake lluron of the
new people. While the conch suggests a southern connection, no
actual origin is apparent. Ilowever, the chert sample entirely
lacks the Onondaga chert of the Neutral. If they were a south-
ern people they entered Ontario through Ottawa territory, skirt-
ing north of Neutral influence. Their wealth - and numbers -
perhaps explains their apparently easy accePtance by the Sidey-
Mackay people. Their joint village at Me1vi1le was visited by
Champlain in 1616.and was by him described as TIIE Petun Village,
the others being merely their "neighbours and a11ies". That

Atlch Note-l - 36- Nov /Oec l98l
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While there is no historic record of epidemics resulting from
Champlain's visit, this could explain why the Melvi11e,
Young-McQueen, Maclr{urchy and two other sites all appear to
terminate at about this tine. The survivors generally noved
up their respective rivers, MacMurchy to llaney-Cook BcHb-27,
Young-McQueen possibly to Pretty River Bctlb-22, and the
Melvi11e people certainly to llarnilton-Lougheed Bblta-10, if
the pottery type coefficients mean anything.

The llamilton-Lougheed site is identified as the Elll{AE of the
Petuns, and the St. Peter fi St. Paul of the Jesuits, who
described it as the principal vi1lage, which is logical as the
successor to Melville. It seems to have suffered a sirnilar
fate and was abandoned soon after the 1639 visit of the Jesuits
Garnier and Jogues.

Both Melville and llamilton-Lougheed are rich in the European
trade goods of their times and artifacts of the native culture
are abundant and diverse, speaking of the cosmopol.itan nature
and inportant political and social stantling of these vi1lages.
They were also rich in beaver bone, comprising 41t at I'le1v j.1le
and 55t at Hamilton-Lougheed, of the identifiabLe marnmalian
species, in each case considerably more nunerous than any
other species.

At this juncture, I have either made ny point, or I haven't, so
I won't belabour you further with statistics, but try to
briefly sunnarise later events as interpreted frorn the combined
ethnohistoric and archaeological records.

Under the stress of further diseases, nassive loss of populat-
ion and beginning Iroquois harassment, the entire southern
part of the Petun area was abandoned. From the Jesuit llelations
we know that by 1647 the new capital, frontier and southernmost
village was ETI'IARITA, the Jesuit St. John the Evangelist, being
the I(e1ly-Campbe11 Bcl{b-10 Site. Between 1640 and 1647 there-
fore, the two original founding groups at llamilton-l,ougheed, and
the occupants of lesser nearby villages, all moved. The
pottery type coefficients suggest that the original Sicley-
Mackay people remained as near the south as possible but aban-
doned the Mad River systen, moving some six miles north to the
previously small ETIIARITA. Their erstwhile partners, the
Melvi1le people, leapfrogged intervening settlements to add to
the llaney-Cook Site, together with survivors f rom I'lacltlurchy, if
continuing Tuttle Ili11 Notched pottery can be so interpreted,
their village being the Petun EKARIINNIONDI, the Jesuit St.
Mathew. This site may have been the Ottawa capital and was at
times more Ottarva than Petun. Significantly, it controlled a
trail leading over the Blue Mountain and down into the Beaver
River Valley, perhaps regarded as Ottawa territory, and hone
of the animal for which it is named. l'he suggestion of 0ttaua
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contact - an(-l thcref ore probably alliance - began at ltlelvil1e
in the chert sources and expanded at IIamilton-Lougheed with
cherts ancl red silstonc from remote upper Lakes sources and
continues at Ilaney-Cook. It seens that the ile1vil1e people,
ever opportunists, had abandoncd their Sidcy-lrlackay hosts and
moved in the most literal sense into the 0ttawa camp, a honey-
noon with enough stress that, on at least one occasion,
according to the Jesuit Relations, the Ottawa rnoved out,
leaving the newcomers dominant. In 1648 the Jesuits recorded
that the group centred at ETIIARI'l'A were the Nation of the Wolf ,
and the group occupying IIKARENNI0N[)l were the Nation of the
Dcer, ".,.two different Nations which occupy the whole of
that Countryr" as Father Paul Ragueneau put it, confirming
our interpretation of the archaeological record.

In 1649 the Petun l{olf net disgrace and lost their senior
status when the Iroquois attacked and clestroyed ETIIARITA. In
1650 the Deer at EKARENNIONDI, now exposed to the enemy and
having lost neans of shipping furs to French sources with
the abandonment of lluronia, left Ontario for the fresh beaver
grounds of I{ichigan, Wisconsin and later Ohio, always attempt-
ing to remain niddlemen and primary suppliers of furs, first
to the French, later to the British, finalLy to the Americans,
for as long as the fur trade lasted, and involved in a fornal
Confederacy relationship with one Ottalra band until the last
ccntury. They are sti11 together, today, in Oklahona, where
descendants of both groups may be found on adjacent forner
reservations.

Petun archaeology is far from being totally understood. The
picture I have prcsented is over-simplified, too-abbreviated
and sti11 tentative. But the comnlex- archaeological record
tloes seem to show a nultiplicity of origins, a process of
homogenisation around two polar identities, and an interest in
the l,.eaver. It does not sholv any connections with the Bruce
Peninsula, or that the Petun were satellites to anybodv.

For establishing the firm statistical hase on which Petun
association with beaver rests, I rvould like to thank Chris
Andersen, Janet Cooper, peter ilamalainen, Grant tlurlburt, Annie
Katzenberg, Rosemary Prevec, Jennifer Shalinsky,, Alyce Sheahan
and llarold Wodinsky for their work with our faunal samples, and
cspecially their mentor, teacher and inspirer, the godfather
of Ontario faunal analysis, [)r. Iloward Savage.

I also wish to thank Aileen Co1es, Bill Fox, Christine and
Itlichael (irby, Norna Knowlton, !11a Kruse, .Iohn Robertson, Jim
Shropshire, I)erek Spencer and other O.A.S, members of the
"Petun Studies Group" whose skilled and patient excavating, he1p,
advice and happy personalities over the years have resulted in
our present state of understancling of Petun archaeology.
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